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I

EDITORIAL

Fortieth anniversary dinner - The Old Rectory Hotel - 11th June 2016.
For some months I have had the pleasure of

activities

ever

since

reading the articles that Members have submitted

anniversary represents an important milestone for

for the fortieth anniversary issue of The Pinnacle.

the Club.

The feeling of the GMC Committee was that some

During a time when some mountaineering clubs

reflection of the previous forty years should be

are folding, GMC continues to enjoy a healthy

included in the anniversary issue.

membership and provides a variety of club

The enclosed articles are a contribution by

activities.

several club members, including one by Chris

Long may this continue.

Barber about the first years of the Club, as well as
some personal recollections of former GMC

Happy reading

activities and Club trips by members.

Happy reminiscing

GMC was formed in 1976 and has been
organising a wide variety of mountaineering

Rob Cameron -Editor

and

so

the

fortieth

HOW IT ALL BEGAN
By Chris Barber MBE FRGS

The early years of the Gwent

In the late 1960s I was employed as

the Croesyceiliog Community College.

Secretary and Richard Dowle (who

Deputy Warden / Chief Instructor of

He told me that he wished

I had met a few times, through

Longtown Outdoor Centre and having

to develop his rock climbing skills and

YHA activities) agreed to be the

been one of the founder members of

was disappointed that there was no

provisional Treasurer. A simple

the South Wales Mountaineering Club,

club in the area that he could join.

programme of meets was drawn up

I had thoughts of starting one based at

We then discussed how a new club

with activities taking place initially

Abergavenny. Such a club would be a

might be formed and it was decided

at monthly intervals. In due course

good way of enlisting volunteers for the

that I would start the ball rolling by

a General Meeting was held on

Longtown Mountain Rescue Team

giving an evening lecture on my

Thursday 19th September to agree

which was my responsibility at that

mountaineering experiences, early in

a draft constitution and formally

time. I had even decided that it would

the

elect a committee. It was decided

be called the Gwent Mountaineering

Community College. It would be

that the annual membership

Club.

advertised in the local papers and

subscription would be £1. I agreed

However this didn’t happen, because

posters would be put up in libraries

to be Chairman for the first year,

in due course I moved back to

and other suitable places. We would

and I stressed no longer than that,

Newport, having taken a job with

then try

because I seemed to have a lot on

Gwent County Council, which involved

attended in the idea of forming a club.

my plate. However, I ended up

setting up a Countryside Warden

It was certainly a successful evening,

doing it for seven years (1976-1984)

Service to cover the entire County. It

attended by about 35 people, and they

(and later on did a second stint in

was a year later that I

all liked the idea of forming a

this position from 1992 -

had a chance meeting with John

mountaineering club. It was agreed

February 2005). Branston Edwards

Rothwell,

been

that I should be acting Chairman for an

was appointed Vice Chairman,

appointed as the Deputy Warden of

initial period and with John Rothwell as

Richard Dowle was Treasurer.

who had recently

summer

of

1976,

and interest

at

the

those who

Chris Barber - First Chairman

Richard Dowle

IN SOUTH EAST WALES

TO FOSTER MOUNTAINEERING

Branston Edwards - First Vice Chairman

Gwyn James became the Equipment officer and Harry Reynolds was Publicity Officer. It was
agreed that the Gwent Mountaineering Club was a suitable name and it was suggested by
Richard Dowle that our motto should be “To Foster Mountaineering in South Wales”.
Initially, our Thursday evening indoor autumn / winter meets were held at Croesyceiliog School,
but the atmosphere seemed all wrong. Sitting at pupils’ desks to watch slide shows was just like
going back to school. So the following year we decided to move to a pub and cut our ties with the
Community College and by then John Rothwell had left Wales for another job. I managed to book
a room at the Bell Inn, Caerleon. We had very limited funds at that time and fortunately, the
landlord did not make a charge. Although the room was quite small, it suited our membership
which at that time had shrunk to about fifteen. We attended these early meetings with some
members wearing ties and tweed jackets, for there was no such things as fleeces in those days
and an icelandic sweater considered something quite special. On the hills we all wore coated
cagoules, sweaters, breeches, long socks, gaiters and heavy boots. We also did most of our
rock climbing in boots. The Bell Inn was the first of a long list of pubs used for our meetings in
the Cwmbran and Caerleon area, and for a number of years we also met once a month in an
Abergavenny pub, for the benefit of the growing number of members who lived in that locality.
Climbing Walls were a fairly new idea and there were just two in Gwent. They were situated
inside the Fairwater and Ebbw Vale Leisure Centres and consisted of vertical brick walls, about
30 feet high, with the occasional brick missing to provide a foothold or handhold. We also had to
book two badminton courts to ensure that there was sufficient space for belayers to stand in front
of the wall.

John Rothwell - First Secretary

First weekend away in North Wales.
Our first club weekend away, was in

Mountains. 89 people took part and

Our first Club Dinner was held at the

North Wales, when ten of us stayed at

fourteen members were involved with

Bear Hotel in Crickhowell on

the Casseg Fraith hut in Ogwen at a

manning the check points. We even

Saturday 8th January, 1979 at a

cost of 40p per night. This was very

made a profit of £35 which helped to

cost of £4 per head. Due to inflation

handy for an ascent of the north ridge

improve the club funds. During the

the second Annual Dinner, at the

of Tryfan, a good scrambling

following years no less than twenty of

same venue cost members £6 a

experience for novice members in the

these ‘Mystery Marathons” were held

head. All members of the committee

party. In September 1977 twelve us (at

and it was a good way of raising

made short speeches and we also

£25 per head including food) travelled

money. We also raised money by

had a guest speaker.

up to Scotland in a hired minibus to

hiring the Congress Theatre in

As time passed, our membership

stay at the Grampian Club hut in Glen

Cwmbran and put on a total of five

grew and so did their experience,

Etive. The weather was wet and windy

“Mountain Magic” shows, with

with trips to the Alps becoming a

most of the time, and it was then that

selected members giving talks to an

regular event. In 1998, a party of 25

we became aware of the remarkable

audience of 300 people. These popular

members visited Zermatt where we

determination of Trefor Beese. He was

events raised a total amount of about

stayed in log cabin chalets. Fifteen

the only member of the party who

£700..

members managed to reach the

climbed a peak every day, despite the

In 1979, I organised a our first club

summit of the Breithorn and fourteen

pouring rain! Trefor was in his early

expedition, when ten of us (at a total

knocked off the Alphubel. These are

years of collecting Munros and seems

cost of £200 per head) travelled in a

both 4,000 metre peaks and for

to have invented the word “ticking”

hired mini bus to Norway where we

several of the party this was their

which was certainly not in fashion at

visited the Jotunheimen Mountains,

first visit to the Alps.

that time.

climbed GaldhØppigen, the highest

Our first birthday was celebrated in

peak in Norway and then went further

October 1977 with the organisation of

north to Romsdal to undertake an

a “Mystery Marathon” event over a

impressive rock climb on the north

route of 28 miles in the Black

face of the Romsdalhorn.

Aonach Eagach
Ridge Glencoe.

There is not enough space for me to tell you more of our history, for so much has happened during the last forty
years of the club’s existence. Full details of our members’ achievements can of course be found on Dave
Bingham’s GMC Tables. Membership rose to 50 by the end of the 1970s and then continued to rise, reaching the
120 mark in the 1990s and seems to have remained fairly steady ever since. It is amazing just how many people
have been listed as club members and gained so much from the experience. We have always been a very safe
club and have had very few accidents of even a minor nature. Sadly, a few members have passed away through
illness, such as Alan Thomas, Linda Samuel, Greg Webster, John Inns, Vaughan Dugmore and Bill Morris. I will
always warmly remember them not only for themselves, but also for the work that they did to help with the
reoganisation of the club.
The GMC is of course as much about people, as it is about the club activities and there has always been a strong
spirit of camaraderie, with lifetime friendships being formed and even marriages. Right from the start, when it was
first conceived, the aim was that we should be a welcoming and friendly club, that caters for a variety of tastes
and abilities and hopefully that will continue to be the policy for the next forty years!

GMC on the summit of Pen y Fan

My old haversack circa the 1970’s - Trefor Beese.

The 1970's

TREFOR BEESE

FORTY YEARS OF GMC (A PERSONAL VIEW) BY

In a 1974 national reorganisation of counties, Monmouthshire was included in the
Principality and we now found that we lived in the new county of Gwent, a part of Wales.
One day in 1976 an advert appeared in Cwmbran Library calling for those interested in
forming a mountaineering club to come to a meeting in Croesyceiliog Community
College, where Chris Barber would give a talk on his mountaineering experiences. On
Thursday 20th May 1976 I went along on my way to work on a night shift. This was the
first meeting of the future Mountaineering Club.

People there included climbers,

walkers, someone who had done the Skye ridge and people who had been walking and
climbing abroad. While I recognised most of the UK mountains in the slide show, the
big mountains abroad were all new.
Later that year on Thursday 9th September Gwent Mountaineering Club was formed.
Chris Barber was Chairman, Richard Dowle Treasurer and John Rothwell, who set up
the inaugural meeting, was Secretary. Initially indoor meets were held in Croesyceiliog
Community College, but in 1977 we moved to The Bell in Caerleon, the first of many
pubs. In 1978 we moved to The Teazer in New Inn, then in 1979 to the Kings Head in
Pontnewydd. Initially evening meets alternated between Wednesdays and Thursdays,
but we soon changed to Thursdays.
The club had few members in the early years, but was very active.

Regular

programmes of Thursday evening, Sunday, weekend and longer duration activities
were produced. By the end of the decade we had 50 members. Regular “favourites”
developed, Waterfall walks, North Wales weekends, Bryn Hafod Hut weekends. Led by
Chris Barber, the club organised mountain marathon walks, a “Mountain Magic” show at
the Congress theatre in Cwmbran and summer trips to Norway and Switzerland.
‘The Pinnacle’ newsletter was first published in May 1997 and the first Annual Dinner
was held at The Bear, Crickhowell on 6th January 1979.

I

attended

meetings

when

shift

Alan Thomas.

On a club trip to

then The Farmers Arms. Chris

patterns allowed. The experience was

North Wales in 1979 I first used a

Barber

tremendous.

pair of (borrowed) crampons.

three more “Mountain Magic”

belts,

People had climbing

karabiners,

mountain

even

shows at the Congress Theatre,

harnesses. I came across nuts and

In addition to two shows with

chocks,

The 1980’s

external speakers, one a joint

strangely shaped walls in leisure

Boom time for the club. Membership

show

centres were climbing walls.

increased, the volume and scope of

Mountaineering Club, which was

across all manner of walking gear,

club

held in Newport. This was good

map cases, head torches, breeches,

programme grew from a small card

publicity for the club.

gaiters, over trousers, and frame

to two sides of A4. Its production

Chris Barber stood down as

rucksacks where you couldn't see the

became

the

Chairman in 1984, four more

frame. SLR cameras were carried up

Programme

and

chairmen had been in post by

mountains.

I gradually started to

Committee. Indoor Thursday meet

improve my kit. Leaving my wife and

attendances grew so much that it

children for the weekend, I went on a

became difficult to find pubs with a

North Wales hut trip (see photo), and

big enough room to cope. The Club

late in the decade made my only visit

moved to the White Hart, Caerleon

to Scotland of the decade for a wet

in

week in Glen Etive. There were many

Penyrhoel in 1986, then back to the

slide shows of trips abroad to the

Kings Head, Pontnewydd in 1988.

Alps, Pyrenees, and Norway, one day

In

perhaps, I hoped.

Abergavenny meet was introduced,

After

a

and

and

organised

learnt

few years

that

these
I came

a

expanded.

major

task

Secretary

1982. Next was The

1982

a

once

The

for

Lamb,

monthly

a

but this proved even more difficult to

My father Stan

organise, meeting first in the Hen

Beese did his first Munro aged 62 and

and Chickens, next the Kings Arms,

committee member.

I became

activities

became a member, also my cousin

with

South

the end of the decade.

Wales

As well as climbing, walking and

Wales,

backpacking,

attending

more

activities

with

around

each

40

year.

people
On

an

On the second day 17 club
members

climbed

individual basis, several members

summit

Jackson’s navigation exercises (still

went on trips to mountains outside

having walked for 8 hours to

featured on current programmes),

Europe.

the Theodul Hut the previous

cycling days, an annual Marathon

Scottish weeks grew more popular

day (see photo). Later on in

walk, an annual Twmbarlwm fell race

through the decade. By the middle

the trip we were 14 on the

and Adrian Foss organised Scottish

of the 1980’s many members were

Alphubel,

sailing

activities

ticking their Munro charts, though

4000 metre peak.

became part of the calendar: an

completion seemed a long way away.

At a Penallta climbing meet

Scotland,

At the end of 1989 there was a

one club member suffered

Pembrokeshire climbing weekends, a

winter trip to near Loch Awe and we

the first serious accident, a

number

members

spent New Year’s eve in Scotland!

back injury from a 10-foot

participating in the South Wales

Alps trips numbers gradually rose

fall. In March 1988 we found

Mountain Marathon walk, a club

from 4 in 1982 to 25 in 1998.

In

a body in a stream during a

midsummer weekend in Snowdonia

1986, Keith Anderson, Eric Jones

walk in the Elenith in Mid

to do the fourteen 3000 foot peaks,

and Ian Waddington became the first

Wales. The club held meets

and biannual trips to the Alps or

club

at a variety of climbing walls.

Dolomites. Club dinners moved from

Matterhorn from Zermatt. The 1988

being local to a hut weekend in North

trip was also to Zermatt.

Easter

week
of

Various
in
club

members

to

climb

the

the

the

appeared on the programme: Peter

weeks.

of

to

Breithorn,

another

harder

Another

club,

called

Newport

play rugby. My daughter Megan

ascent.

Mountaineering Club was formed

came on a few Club walks.

organised

and we held some joint meets.

100th Munro was climbed on a

ranges, Ian Blakey and Jeff Hunt

GMC Membership reached 100

December backpacking trip to

reaching the summit of a 7000

by 1989, however the end of the

Loch Awe.

metre peak, with Jeff Hunt climbing

My

decade was marred when Keith
Anderson

was

injured

in

a

More members went on
trips

to

the

bigger

Mount McKinley.
The 1990's

Membership increased to around

This was a decade of consolidation

120 and stayed around this level

and achievement for the club. In

for many years, with a 15–20%

I did go to the Alps in 1982 for the

1990 Keith Anderson led a trip to

turnover. One glorious Thursday

first week (when all the bad

Courmayeur on the Italian side of

evening

weather occurred) of a two-week

the Alps, over 20 members made

members attended the walk at

trip to Zermatt led by Chris

the journey.

Llanthony, and another 25 climbed

Barber. I led the next three club

Grandes Jorasses were some of

at

trips, climbing my first 4000 metre

the peaks climbed. The summer of

weekends

peak in 1984 and Mont Blanc a

1992 saw nine members on a club

Youth

few days later. Stan Beese in his

trip to the Karakoram in Pakistan,

popular, with sometimes over 40

70s came to Scotland and did

also organised by Keith. This four

making the trek up the M6.

some Munros. Alan Thomas did

or five week expedition was the first

Scottish trips at New Year, Easter,

many club weekends and an

of the Club visits to the greater

and the three school half terms

Alpine trip. In the first year of the

ranges, a whole new experience for

remained popular with some Club

decade my son Gareth completed

us and we got close to 6000 metres

Members. The Alpine Trips became

his first full Club day walk just

on two occasions.

annual events, but very few people

before his 8th birthday.

By the

was a Club trip to Ladakh, India.

attended, only 3 members in 1998.

end of the decade, aged 17 he

Keith Anderson and Dennis Pickett

Thursday evening walks were as

was in second place on the Club

climbed Stok Kangri, a 6000 metre

popular as ever, but attendance at

Alpine 4000 metre peak rankings,

peak. Other members of the party

weekend walks was more variable.

but retired from mountaineering to

could

climbing wall accident.

not

Mont Blanc and the

quite

In 1994 there

complete

the

Mont Blanc from Aiguille de la Glière

in

June,

Shorncliff.
in

Hostels

nearly

Lake

District

bunkhouses
became

50

and
very

My decade started well...
I took my 15yr old daughter up Gran Paradiso.
of

More time than ever was spent on

In 1992 a book about the

Members retiring from work, some

climbing walls in the winter. Newport

mountains called ‘Marilyns’ is

Wednesday events took place. Club

Mountaineering Club disbanded and

written and many of us read

dinners got even bigger, 60 people

some of its members joined Gwent

it.

went to North Wales for the weekend

Mountaineering Club. In 1992 Chris

ticking them off.

event.

Barber

In

With

an

increasing

number

became

Club

Chairman

Keith

Anderson

1996

starts

Gwent

was

again, this time for a 12 year stint.

abolished, I was relegated to

Commodore Hotel, Cwmbran for the

In May 1997 the club suffered a

living in Torfaen, a name I

rest of the millennium. It eventually

tragic loss when Ian Blakey fell to his

never heard of in my youth.

was an unprecedented 8 year stay in

death in the Lake District having

Gwent Mountaineering Club

the same pub. In 1994 the monthly

completed a climb at Piers Gill.

decides not to change its

Abergavenny meet moved to the

Sadly, in subsequent years three

name.

Great Western Hotel, the next move

members,

organisations

to Abergavenny Thursdays Football

Webster, and Vaughan Dugmore all

sites,

Club in 1995. In 1996 Chris Barber,

died of natural causes.

information is available on

who

for

Several members finished the Welsh

line.

researching and finding all these

2000 feet and/or 600m peak lists. In

mountaineering clubs have a

pubs over the years, finally had to

1997 Keith Anderson and Dennis

web site, and most climbing

give up on Abergavenny pubs, and

Pickett finished the Munros in Skye,

walls. Booking holidays and

all meets took place in the one

sadly no club members were there to

trips theoretically is easier.

venue.

Thursday

celebrate. Mike Hoult, who had the

Gwent Mountaineering Club

evening programme made the first

led Munro total for many years,

eventually has a web site in

Thursday of the month an activity

finished in 1998, again in Skye,

1999.

evening, both an evening walk and a

again no party.

My decade started well, in

In

1993

we

deserves

In

moved

great

1995

the

to

praise

the

Linda

Samuels,

Greg

BMC
much
Most

and

many

have

web

relevant
climbing

or

night climb or climbing wall meet.

Italy I took my 15 year old

One more “Mountain Magic” show

daughter up Gran Paradiso,

was held the Congress Theatre to

an easy 4000m peak (at that

celebrate 25 years of the Club. Two

time!).

new climbing walls were built at
Llangorse and Trelewis, which are
within range of Club members.

Megan & John Balmforth on Gran Paradiso

At last, in 1991 I climbed the Matterhorn and a month

More people have digital cameras and some Thursday

later my son and I reached every summit point on the

evening slide shows are now digital. The Club buys a

Skye ridge, but we couldn’t manage the climbs of the

laptop and digital projector.

ridge. I went to Pakistan in 1992. Gradually, during the

climbing walls are programmed every Wednesday in

decade I began to run out of easy 4000 metre Alpine

2001.

Winter evening trips to

peaks to ascend. In 1997 Stan Beese aged 80 did his
38th and last Munro, happily on my birthday. In 1997 I

In 2003 David Bingham produced his first edition of

changed jobs and spent many of the next years working

GMC Tables, which contains lists of walking, climbing

away from home, which cut down my attendance at Club

and mountaineering achievements by Club members.

activities. By the end of the decade my Munro ‘score’

This

was up to 214.

information about walks, climbs and mountains, as well

excellent

document

contains

a

wealth

of

as members exploits. Happily, he has continued to
The 2,000’s

maintain and expand the tables which are now in their

More people finished the Welsh 2,000 foot peaks.

6th edition.

Caron Tan completed the English and Welsh Nuttalls

The Club programmes in this decade included trips to

(as the 2000 foot peaks of England and Wales are now

sunny parts of Europe in the autumn, winter and spring

generally known). Dennis and Pat Picket were next to

months, with Colin and Judith Powell leading many trips

finish both.

to different parts of Spain. There were trips to Sardinia

In 2001 Foot and Mouth Disease dealt a major blow to

and Greece and much climbing and walking took place

club activities, but we got over it.

in warmer conditions than UK winters. The number of

Membership was steady and activities continued. In

these trips roughly matched the reduction in club

2001 there was a new pub for Thursday meets – The

Scottish weeks compared with the previous decade.

Horseshoe, Mamhilad. We moved to Goytre Village Hall

Martin Skinner led some climbing trips to Lundy Island.

in 2006 – where we have been for 10 years.

Club

dinners were sell outs, Alps trips were in single figures,

Dave Simcock became Club Chairman. Under his

but several groups/individuals went to the Alps

leadership Gwent Mountaineering Club finally gave up

separately. Keith Anderson led a trip to the Dolomites

producing printed programme cards and the programme

in 2004. Weekend trips, climbing and walking, were as

and The Pinnacle became electronic only. Members can

popular as ever. David Bingham climbed a 7000 metre

print a programme from the website. The club produced

peak in Pakistan.

business card size ‘visiting cards’ advertising the club
website as a means of publicity.

Trefor Beese’s final Munro - celebrated in style

David Bingham climbed an 8000 metre peak in Pakistan. This great achievement is the only 8000m ascent in the Club’s
history. Trevor Williams earned his “wipeout” nickname in March 2006 with a slide down a Trinity Gully on Snowdon.
Luckily, no one was hurt.
In 2007 Keith Anderson organised a trip to Mount Kenya and Kilimanjaro, finishing with a few days watching animals in
national parks. This was the first club trip outside Europe for 15 years. It snowed on Mount Kenya; we had to settle for
Point Lenana, but succeeded on Kilimanjaro. More Club members have climbed these peaks on other trips than did on
the Club trip.
A new climbing wall, Boulders opened in Cardiff and from 2008 the GMC weekly climbing meet in the winter takes place
at Boulders. The venue became very popular; many people climb hard grades on the climbing wall, but rarely climb outside.

Despite working away from home for most of the decade, I managed to attend many Club meets. After some easier Alpine
4000m peaks at the start of the decade, the last few became much harder. In 2009 I climbed my last new 4000m peak,
the Dome de Rochefort. Over the years we had some long days in the Alps, but in 2002 we had a 25 hour day ascending
Piz Bernina in Eastern Switzerland.
In 2003 I went on my first skiing holiday. Ever since I have taken one or more week’s holiday skiing. This meant not going
on Club Scottish winter mountaineering trips.

I kept on bagging Munros. In March 2005 I climbed 27 more, leaving just one for Spring bank holiday weekend. Over 30
Club members, friends and family joined me on the summit of Sgurr a’ Mhaoraich to celebrate my last Munro. We drank
iced champagne, the ice courtesy of the falling snow.
David Beer finished the Munros in 2007. Colin Powell had completed his before joining the Club, so we now have six
Munroists. Who will be next?

Great Gable from south of Red Beck Top - 12 Nov 2011

The 2010's

Peter Salenieks became the new Club Chairman, despite living the other side of the Severn estuary, which gives him long
commutes (and tolls) to Club activities. After several years of discussions, the Committee finally decided that the Club
should have a new web site, which went live in 2010.

This decade there are new leaders, new activities and new venues. From 2010 onwards there has been annual one week
ice climbing trips to several different destinations in Norway. Leaders include Keith Anderson, Gareth Roberts and John
Jones. As well as the old Alpine trip favourites of Zermatt, Grindelwald and the Chamonix valley, the Club went to new
venues. John Crossan led a trip to Arolla in Switzerland in 2012 and to Neustift in Austria in 2013. Keith Anderson led a
traverse of the Corsica mountains along GR20 and in 2014 led a circuit of the Brenta Dolomite’s Via Ferratas.

Weekend meets are popular and frequent. Climbing weekends take place in Cornwall, West Wales, North Wales and
elsewhere, frequently camping and organised mostly by Martin Skinner. Alex Hardisty led the most walking weekends to
huts and Youth Hostels in North Wales and the Lake District. All these weekends are for climbing, walking, mountaineering
or whatever activity Club members plan to do.
The variety of Club evening and day meets continues. We now climb on sport crags in Gwent and beyond, bolted routes
were almost unheard of in the early days of the Club. Tirpentwys near Pontypool is in the heart of Gwent. Walk leaders
continue to devise new routes in the Gwent and South Wales valleys and beyond, often taking us to places of historical
interest.
20 years after the Club gave up the Twmbarlwm Fell race, the Committee decided to organise an annual Sugar Loaf Fun
Run. This is shorter, but steeper and rougher than the Twmbarlwm run. We were all 20 years older! After 7 events it is
still popular.

Suilven clearing from the Inverkirkaig path - April 2016
was

an

excellent

There

Those of us who have been in the

anniversary

Club for 40 years are 40 years older

Crickhowell in June.

Many past

John Jones led the Norway ice

than when the Club started. In the

Members attended and a good time

climbing week to Oppdal, Alan

early days of the Club there were no

was had by all. There was a 40th

Clouth led a trip to Cala Gonone in

over 60 year olds, maybe no 50 year
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Ramblings from
afar by
John Balmforth

Forty years. It seems like a long time in many respects, but in others it is a mere blink of an eye. Back in March 1976, Harold
Wilson resigned as Prime Minister, and Bohemian Rhapsody started the year at No1. The light from Beta Trianguli Australis
would have just started it’s journey to us, and the average stalactite would be 5.2mm shorter.

I joined the club in spring 1984, having been to a slide lecture at the Congress Theatre in Cwmbran. Stuart Thompson, Mike
Rosser and others had returned from an adventure in South America, and told tales of mountains and guinea pigs, and Tref
talked about things nearer to home. My first outing was a walk in the Carmarthen Fans, a fine spring day and conversations with
various members starting new adventures for myself. I had done some climbing at school, being raised on the delights of
gritstone edges, so the limestone crags of South Wales allowed me to develop my technique on the white shiny stuff.
Weekends away on hut meets to mid and North Wales and the Lake District gained fitness and experience. Soakings on the
outside also allowed time for re-hydration on the inside. Over time I went on meets to Scotland and to the Alps, each time
enjoying the experience of new places and the company of new friends.
As the years progressed, various lists have emerged following the lead of the venerable Sir Hugh Munro. These have been more
accurately defined than the original Munro’s Tables, and have provided a source of inspiration for exploration and challenge.
Members have taken to these with relish, and have successfully completed a number of them. Others are working their way
through, ploughing on as time permits. I have been accused of being a closet ticker, but I’m still working my way through the
Balmforth’s – a list of peaks I have been to the top of. This isn’t published yet, nor is it complete, but has taken inspiration from
all the other lists being published. Ultimately it is the enjoyment of being on the hill, the scenery, the company and the moment.
Long may it continue.
I lived in Pontypool for 4 ½ years before moving on to other adventures, but the memories looking back, are of a busy time doing
lots of different things. During that time I had a spell as programme secretary and chairman, and along with an active
committee, we continued the club activities with an extensive Thursday evening selection of climbing and walking meets in the
summer, and talks and slide shows in the winter. It’s nice to see that the format we inherited has continued and evolved. Plus
ça change, plus c’est la méme chose, as we say round here.
Time moves on, and so do people. The membership ebbs and flows, but people stay connected with a love of the hills, the
crags and the memories. Here’s to the next 40 years.

WHY WALK?

BY CHRIS

JOHN

Mountain Peaks. Why is it among the most glacial
mountain peaks I find the greatest warmth? - Ivan
Granger
Why would one leave a warm home and a comfortable
bed on a cold winter morning or a wet blustery
summer’s day to tramp the hills? Appreciating the
inspiration of the poet or writer comes through doing,
not reading. We can find vicarious pleasure in
reading or watching TV about the mountains but to
fully assume the gain, we have to make the journey
to the start of a walk, push away the reluctance, tie on
our boots and get walking.
Most people walk out of necessity. Even with modern
conveniences we still have to walk to the car, from
desk to coffee machine or to the supermarket
checkout. Three to four thousand steps a day is the
average and ten thousand has been suggested as a
goal to derive the health gain (see the 10,000 steps
challenge - NHS choices). This is the mundane advice
which most of us know but few follow. If we add the
companionship, anticipation and sheer joy of walking
in the mountains with fellow walkers we inspire
ourselves to meet the challenges and reap the
benefits for the body and the mind
www.nhs.uk/Livewell/fitness/Pages/Whybeactive.aspx

I acquired my love of the countryside from family
holidays in the mid Wales mountains. Staying in a
small family run country hotel we played, fished and
explored the country and hills between Llanwrtyd
Wells and Tregaron.
Talking to other GMC members I find most had early
inspiration from family or from scouting, youth work or
military experience. At the fortieth anniversary of the
club we have celebrated the wealth of experience and
skill which the club has gathered in this time. I joined
the club eight years ago and am so grateful for the
wonderful opportunities it has given me. It has
challenged me and taken me to places I would never
have found by myself. The joy of the walking, the
warmth of the companionship, and the cheerful
debriefs in the pubs and youth hostels has been
worth all the blisters, soggy feet and vertiginous
frights. I am hopefully looking forward to many more
years walking with GMC and discovering more of the
mysteries of the mountains and valleys.

The Keswick museum had a
wonderful little exhibition about
Wainwright when we were there last
year. His words under a panoramic
Lakeland view were recorded as
follows:
"It was a moment of magic, a
revelation so unexpected that I stood
transfixed, unable to believe my
eyes. I saw mountain ranges one
after the other, the nearer starkly
etched, those beyond fading into the
blue distance. Rich woodlands,
emerald pastures and shimmering
waters of the lake below added to a
pageant of loveliness, a glorious
panorama that held me enthralled ....
those hours on Orrest Head cast a
spell that changed my life.
Ex-Fell Wanderer - Alfred Wainwright
1987.
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These bonds deepen over time, bolstered by a sustained willingness to put
something back for the greater good. That depth of commitment is part of what
distinguishes a good club and its members from fleeting event-based
associations of individuals.

The contemplative bliss that comes from mountaineering is both a sensory
experience and a state of mind. It can be shared, at least in part, through the
stories that we bring home after each meet, relaxing and raising our glasses
during many evenings, inspiring others and sowing the seeds for further
adventures.

SOME FORMER GMC CHAIRMEN

From left to right: Keith Anderson, Dave Simcock, Pete Jackson, Alex Hardisty, Robby Crocker, John
Balmforth, Pete Salenieks.
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The GMC 40th Anniversary Dinner
by Dave Beer
The culmination of a year celebrating the club’s 40th anniversary was to be a grand dinner on 11th June
and a highly successful evening it turned out to be.

Over 70 members and ex-members gathered at The Old Rectory Hotel at Llangattock near
Crickhowell. Fortunately, the weather co-operated, which allowed a good deal of handshaking, hugs
and kisses and reminiscing in the grounds of the hotel. When it was time for a group photo, trying to
round up a large number of mountaineers was proving harder than herding cats until Cameron, the hotel
manager, got everybody into some kind of order for the group photo.

Soon we all filed upstairs to the dining room where the alcohol flowed freely and an excellent buffet
dinner was enjoyed by all. Club Chairman Pete Salenieks thanked everyone for making the effort to
attend this auspicious occasion whilst at the same time thinking of those who couldn’t join us due to
illness and wishing them well. He outlined a brief history of how the club came about and paid tribute to
all the past and present committee members who have worked so tirelessly over the years to make the
club the success that it is. He rounded off with a look to the future and a quote by Dr Wil Rose, (former
CEO of the American Indian Heritage Foundation), who said: “Success is not counted by how high you
have climbed but by how many people you brought with you.” With that, a rousing toast to the future of
the club was made.

Following Pete’s speech, long standing member Eric Jones gave an entertaining and moving speech
about how much the club had meant to him over many years.

Following these more formal parts of the evening, it was time for the much anticipated and well lubricated
Allen Gibbs Quintet, with our very own Allen Gibbs on trumpet, to burst into action with a lively set of old
and more recent jazz classics. This, inevitably, tempted some of the less co-ordinated members onto the
floor for demonstrations of various examples of ‘dad dancing’. Fortunately, there were enough more
nimble members with sufficient energy to show how it should be done!

Having enjoyed a splendid evening’s entertainment, a few drifted downstairs to prolong the fun in the bar,
while the rest of us retired to our rooms or went home to recover sufficiently for the planned walk on the
following day.

Sunday 12th June started with some rain, and I for one was quite surprised by how many folk had made it
down to breakfast in good time for the walk. Led by Chairman Pete, the 12 stalwarts crossed the Usk
bridge and headed up through Crickhowell to join the Beacons Way for the steady climb on to the Black
Mountains where we were caught by a sudden downpour before reaching the summit of Pen Cerrigcalch. However, the sun shines on the righteous and so it was as we made our way down the ridge to
Table Mountain for a group photo, as evidence that some members of the club are ready for another 40
years in the hills. We then all returned to the hotel in Llangattock or some well earned refreshment after
our 15kms of exercise.

